The question of the AT involved in strange-particle decays is discussed in terms of universal Fermi interactions. The fundamental interactions considered contain b, T&-,as suggested by both experimental and purely theoretical considerations. It is found that by assuming global symmetry in both the pion coupling and the weak coupling one may restrict the AT to -, in a class of processes involved in hyperon decay. These are the processes in which the real pion is given off externally. A symmetry may also be incorporated which forbids the decay~N+m. A breakdown of this symmetry is necessary to allow Z decay. Reasons are developed for this breakdown to be manifested primarily in the P-wave part of Z and h. decay. A consequence is that Z decay should allow no parity nonconservation. The assumption of global symmetry enables one to connect Z decay to A decay. Fitting the decay rates in the suggested model yields a prediction of the A decay rate and asymmetry in agreement with experiment. Various ways of obtaining a selection rule prohibiting the 0+ mode of E decay are discussed. These depend on symmetries which may be incorporated into an interaction containing d T=-'"-', , and -', .
I. INTRODUCTION
" 'T has been suggested that the interaction responsible --for all weak processes is constructed from a vector and pseudovector "current, " J", in the manner' ' Z"=AJ"tJ", (1) where J"creates one unit of electric charge, annihilated by J"~. This current is to include contributions from nucleon-nucleon, lepton-lepton, hyperon-hyperon, and hyperon-nucleon pairs of Fermi fields. The last is to account for the decays of E mesons and hyperons. It will be assumed here that there are no boson current terms except possibly the pion contribution to the vector current suggested by Feynman and Gell-Mann. '
There exists much freedom in the introduction of the hyperons into J".In what follows, an attempt will be made to see how the exact form of the hyperon terms may be connected to hyperon and E-meson decay data.
Assumption of such a form for the weak coupling already limits somewhat the isotopic transformation properties of the weak coupling, so much discussed recently. 4 For example, the property hT= 2 may not be achieved in an interaction of the form (1) (1) The strong pion coupling has global symmetry. "
The heavy fermion mass splitting will be assumed to result from the E-meson interaction.
(2) Certain E corrections to the decay process may be ignored.
(3) The final, real pion is emitted externally to a more fundamental decay process, (A,Z)~n ucleon.
The last assumption seems reasonable for the I"-wave part of the transition amplitude, where the external pion emissions produce a 1/ce dependence on the pion energy. Here the situation is analogous to low-energy bremsstrahlung. For the Swave it is an assumption motivated merely by the desire to achieve in a simple way the rule d, T= -, ', suggested by the branching ratio in A. decay.
A symmetry principle will be found to exist which forbids direct decay of the into a nucleon plus a pion.
Further consequences of this symmetry will be examined in the light of the above model and the experimental data.
The other half of the AT question relates to finding a selection rule to explain the long lifetime of the 0+ mode.
It is found that some of the symmetries mentioned above may be utilized to forbid 8+ weakly while allowing AT = -, ', -'"-', in the weak interaction. Thus no restriction is placed on the branching ratio. This selection rule will be broken down by the E coupling.
II. THE STRONG INTERACTIONS
Following the notation of Schwinger, ' the E andf ields will be combined into one four-component isotopic spinor P; which annihilates one unit of heavy particle charge and has the components (in terms of the particles annihilated)
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The infinitesimal isotopic rotation is given by g:-+ (1+ -', i8au ')P;,
The universal pion coupling in this notation is ' =g(P, A' 4'', o+~", 'r 4";)~' (6) which has many symmetries beyond charge independence. ' An important one for our purpose is the symmetry 
However, the P-wave decay calculated in perturbation theory turns out to be sensitive both to the mass splittings and to the splittings of the pion coupling constant. This sensitivity to the masses results from the diagrams in Fig. 1 This last calculation is not to be taken too seriously. tAt'hat might be significant here are the following two speculations:
(1) Connection of the absence of~1V+s. and the lack of asymmetry in Z decay, both consequences of Z3 conservation, with the P wave in Z decay resulting from a breakdown in this symmetry.
(2) Connection of the Z branching ratio with the large parity nonconservation in h. decay. 
